Abstract-This paper gives a replica analysis for the minimum mean square error (MSE) of a massive multiple-input multipleoutput (MIMO) system by using Bayesian inference. The Bayesoptimal estimator is adopted to estimate the data symbols and the channels from a block of received signals in the spatial-temporal domain. We show that using the Bayes-optimal estimator, the interfering signals from adjacent cells can be separated from the received signals without pilot information. In addition, the MSEs with respect to the data symbols and the channels of the desired users decrease with the number of receive antennas and the number of data symbols, respectively. There are no residual interference terms that remain bounded away from zero as the numbers of receive antennas and data symbols approach infinity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Very large multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) or "massive MIMO" systems [1] are widely considered as a promising technology for future cellular networks. Given perfect channel state information (CSI) at the base station (BS), the array gain has been shown to grow unboundedly with the number of antennas at the BS so that both multiuser interference and thermal noise can be eliminated [2] . However, if the CSI is to be estimated using pilot signals, then the interference rejection capability is limited, even if the number of BS antennas is infinite. This phenomenon is known as pilot contamination [1] .
Several promising approaches have recently emerged to mitigate pilot contamination [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . The schemes in [3] [4] [5] exploit a specific structure of the channels in the spatial domain while [6, 7] propose a singular value decomposition (SVD) based blind channel estimation scheme which projects the received signals onto an (almost) interference-free subspace to overcome pilot contamination. Recently, however, in [8] a the data-aided scheme, which jointly estimates the channels and data, was shown to be more effective then the schemes in [6, 7] . Hence, it is of great interest to study the best possible performance of massive MIMO systems employing joint channel-and-data (JCD) estimation.
To address this issue, unlike other JCD estimation schemes based on suboptimal criteria [8, 9] , we use Bayes-optimal inference for JCD estimation as this approach provides the minimal mean-square-error (MSE) with respect to (w.r.t.) the channels and the payload data. However, an implementation of the Bayes-optimal JCD estimator appears extremely challenging not to mention analysing the resulting performance. In this paper, using the replica method from statistical physics, we are able to provide analytical results for the MSEs w.r.t. the channels and the payload data for the Bayes-optimal JCD estimator. The quest for a practical implementation of the estimator is left for future study. Nevertheless, the computed MSE constitutes a useful lower bound for any suboptimal estimation scheme. The mathematical framework we use herein is similar to that for solving the matrix factorization problem in [10] [11] [12] but the adopted tools and derivations are adapted to the massive MIMO context. Several key observations are made from the analysis:
1) With the Bayes-optimal estimator, data can be estimated reliably even with negligible pilot information and the interference from adjacent cells can be separated from the received signals without pilot information. 2) The MSEs w.r.t. the data symbols and the channels decrease with the number of receive antennas N and the number of data symbols T , respectively. In addition, residual interference terms tend to zero as N, T → ∞. 3) Since T is limited by the channel coherence time, a nonzero MSE w.r.t. the channel matrix remains as N → ∞.
II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Channel Model
We consider an uplink wireless communication system with C cells, where each cell contains a BS and there are K c user equipments (UEs) in cell c. Each BS has N antennas and each UE has one antenna. We assume that the channel is constant for some discrete time interval T (in symbols). For ease of exposition, we let the first cell be the cell of interest. The transmit symbols in the cth cell can be represented by matrix X c ∈ C Kc×T , and the corresponding channel vector between the UEs in the cth cell and the target BS is denoted by H c ∈ C N ×Kc . The received signals within one block of T symbols at the target BS can be written in matrix form as
where W ∈ C N ×T denotes the temporally and spatially white Gaussian noise with zero mean and element-wise variance σ 2 . Also, in (1), we have defined
1. An example of the received signal structure.
Since H is not known to the receiver, a pilot-aided transmission is adopted. In particular, within one block of T symbols, all UEs in the C cells simultaneously transmit different pilot sequences of length T 1 symbols for channel estimation, and the remaining T 2 = T −T 1 symbols are used for data transmission. The training and data phases, referred to as t-phase and dphase, respectively, are equivalent to partitioning X c as Figure 1 shows an example of the received signal structure for C = 2.
We assume that X c,1 (X c,2 ) is composed of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables X ij c,1 (X ij c,2 ) generated from a probability distribution P Xc,1 (P Xc,2 ), i.e.,
with P Xc,1 (X c,1 ) = i,j P Xc,1 (X 
Here, G c is the large-scale fading factor for the UEs in the cth cell to the target BS. 1 As a result, we have
with
B. Bayes-Optimal Estimator
We assume that neither the UEs nor the BS have CSI.
Only the statistical properties of the channel and the transmit symbols as well as the pilot symbols are assumed known at the target BS. The objective of the BS receiver is to estimate both H 1 and X 1,2 from Y given X 1,1 . We employ the Bayesoptimal estimator which achieves the minimum MSE (MMSE) w.r.t. channel H 1 and data X 1,2 .
where · denotes the Frobenius norm. Following the Bayes theorem, the posterior distribution of H and X given Y is
where Z(Y) is a normalization constant. The Bayes-optimal estimate for X ij c,t for c = 1, . . . , C and t = 1, 2 is therefore given by [13] 
where φ X (X ij c,t ) is the marginal probability of X ij c,t w.r.t. the posterior distribution P (H, X|Y), i.e.,
where the notation X\X ij c,t dX denotes the integration over all variables in X except for X ij c,t . Similarly, the Bayes-optimal estimate of H ij c is given bŷ
In fact, the objective of the Bayes-optimal estimator is to approximate the received signal matrix Y by a rank K product
HX, where H is a tall matrix and X is a wide matrix with the constraint on its upper left (corner) submatrix being X 1,1 .
Defining
Since the pilot information of the intercell interference is not available, it is only possible for the estimator to obtain H I U and U −1 X I where U is any nonsingular matrix. Fortunately, this ambiguity does not change
Thus, with the Bayes-optimal estimator, Z I can be separated from Y without pilot information. On the other hand, the pilot information X 1,1 can be used to eliminate the ambiguity regarding H 1 and X 1,2 .
Remark 1: The Bayes-optimal estimator is closely related to the principle component analysis (PCA). However, the Bayesoptimal estimator can exploit additional structural information (e.g., X 1,1 ) about the principal eigenvectors. In this context, let us investigate the relation between the Bayes-optimal estimator and the SVD-based blind channel estimation scheme [6, 7] which is also closely related to PCA. In the SVD-based scheme, the interfering signal Z I is mitigated by projecting Y onto an (almost) interference-free subspace, obtained from the SVD of Y. If N is very large and there is a certain power margin between G 1 and G I {G 2 , . . . , G C }, the first K 1 columns of the left singular vectors of Y are highly correlated with H 1 and also almost orthogonal to H I . However, the pilot information X 1,1 is not exploited by the SVD-based scheme at this stage. Hence, a power margin between G 1 and G I is needed to separate the signal subspace from the interference subspace. In contrast, the Bayes-optimal estimator does not have such limitation as it incorporates the knowledge of X 1,1 .
In this paper, our aim is to derive analytical results for the MSEs of X 1,2 and H 1 for the Bayes-optimal estimator. The average MSEs w.r.t. X c,t and H c are defined as
IV. MSE ANALYSIS
A. Scalar Channel
First, we review the Bayes-optimal estimator (6) for scalar channel
where X and W ∼ N C (0, 1) are independent. This is a special case of (1) with M = N = T = 1. Following (6), the MMSE estimate of X from Yq X is given bŷ
Note thatX depends on Yq X while we have suppressed Yq X for brevity. Then, from (9), the MSE w.r.t. X is
where the expectation is taken over the joint conditional distribution P (Yq X , X) = P (Yq X |X)P (X). Explicit expressions for the MSE w.r.t. X are available for some special distributions. For example, if X ∼ N C (0, Γ), we haveX = Γ √q X 1+Γq X Yq X which leads to mse X = Γ 1+Γq X . Alternatively, if the signal is drawn from a quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) constellation, the MSE w.r.t. X is given by [14, Eq. (26) ].
B. Massive MIMO
Although an analytical expression for the MSE for the scalar channel is available, the task of developing the corresponding result for the massive MIMO channel (1) appears challenging. Existing efforts [15, 16] show such development, if H is perfectly known at the BS receiver.
Our interest, however, is the case when H is unknown. Our analysis studies the high-dimensional regime where N, K, T → ∞ but the ratios N/K = α, T /K = β, T t /K = β t , for t = 1, 2, and K c /K = k c , for c = 1, . . . , C are fixed and finite. For convenience, we simply use K → ∞ to denote this high-dimension limit. Following the argument of [10, 12] , it can be shown that mse Xc,t and mse Hc are saddle points of the average free entropy
where Z(Y) is the normalization constant in (5) given by
The major difficulty in computing (14) is the expectation over Y. We can, nevertheless, facilitate the mathematical derivation by rewriting Φ as [17]
where we have moved the expectation operator inside the log-function. We first evaluate E Y [Z τ (Y)] for an integervalued τ , and then generalize the result to any positive real number τ . This technique is called the replica method, and has been widely adopted in the statistical physics [17] and information/communications theory literature, see e.g., [9, 15, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Under the assumption of replica symmetry, the following results are obtained.
Proposition 1: As K → ∞, the asymptotic MSEs w.r.t. X c,t and H c are given by
where Yq Hc q Hc H c + W H and Yq X c,t q Xc,t X c,t + W X with W H , W X ∼ N C (0, 1) being independent of H c ∼ P Hc and X c,t ∼ P Xc,t , and
q Xc,t = α(c Hc − mse Hc )
with ∆ c,t = mse Hc c Xc,t + mse Xc,t (c Hc − mse Hc ), c Xc,t = E{|X c,t | 2 } = Γ t , and c Hc = E{|H c | 2 } = G c . Proof: A sketch of the proof is given in the appendix. We consider a few practical special cases of Proposition 1 in the next section.
V. DISCUSSIONS AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
Example 1 (Single Cell and Perfect CSI)-Let us begin by investigating the simplest case where there is only a single cell, i.e., C = 1, and the channel matrix H is perfectly known. In this case, the t-phase is not required so β 2 = β and β 1 = 0. Since there is only one cell and only one phase in X, we omit the cell and phase indices (c, t) from all the concerned parameters in this example. Because H is perfectly known, we set mse H = 0. Plugging these parameters into (20), we obtaiñ
with mse X = E{|X − E{X|Yq X }| 2 }. This MSE expression agrees with [16 Example 2 (Single Cell and Unknown CSI)-With only one cell, we omit the index c from all the concerned parameters. In the conventional pilot-only scheme, the receiver first uses Y 1 and X 1 to generate an estimate of channel H and then uses the estimated channel for estimating the data X 2 from Y 2 . In this case, the MSE w.r.t. H under the Bayesoptimal approach (i.e., the MMSE estimates) can be obtained from Proposition 1. In fact, the analysis is the same as that in Example 1 but the roles of H and X 1 are exchanged. Specifically, in the t-phase, i.e., t = 1, the pilot matrix X 1 is known. Therefore, substituting mse X1 = 0 into (19) yields
Note that the MSE in (22) is obtained under the assumption that X 1 is drawn from a zero-mean i.i.d. sequence. In addition, we have exploited the fact that each entry of H is drawn from the complex Gaussian distribution. If the channel estimate along with its error statistic is used for data estimation under the Bayes-optimal approach, we can get the MSE w.r.t. X 2 by applying the methods in [23, 24] 
where mse X2 = E{|X 2 − E{X 2 |Yq X 2 }| 2 }, and mse H is given by (22) . Recall thatq X2 represents the effective signal-tointerference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of the equivalent scalar channel in (11) , which measures the quality of the estimate of X 2 . Comparing (23) with (21), we observe that the channel estimation error mse H = 0 not only results in a reduction of the numerator, as α is multiplied by (G − mse H ), but also an increase in the denominator through mse H (Γ 2 − mse X2 ).
Next, we study the case with JCD estimation. Specifically, we estimate both H and X 2 from Y given X 1 using Bayes. Because the pilot matrix X 1 is known, we substitute mse X1 = 0 into (19) . Then, we obtaiñ
Comparing (24) with (22), we observe that the second term of (24) is the gain due to data-aided channel estimation, and any data estimation error mse X2 = 0 results in a reduction of the gain. The MSEs w.r.t. X 2 under the pilot-only scheme and the JCD estimation scheme are shown in Figure 2 as functions of the antenna ratio α. The corresponding MSE of the Bayesoptimal estimator with perfect CSI is also plotted. As can be seen, the MSEs of all schemes decrease as α gets larger. Also, JCD estimation can improve the data estimation performance dramatically and approaches the perfect CSI case.
In addition, as β becomes large, the JCD scheme is indistinguishable from the perfect CSI case. If β is not so large, e.g., β = 5, 10, the gap does not vanish even when the number of antennas becomes very large. To understand this, the MSEs w.r.t. H of the JCD scheme are also shown in Figure 2 . As α increases, the MSE w.r.t. H does not vanish as expected and converges to a constant corresponding to mse X2 = 0 in (24) . Presumably, we may improve the channel estimation quality by increasing β 1 . However, the improvement becomes marginal in the JCD estimation scheme especially when the number of antennas is very large. Because β is limited by the channel coherence time, increasing β 1 will decrease β 2 and thus reduce the data rate. This implies that negligible pilot information is preferable if JCD estimation is employed. This conclusion is in agreement with [9] , although a different receiver is considered. Note that negligible pilot information does not imply that no pilot symbols are needed. As mentioned in Section II-B, pilot information (though almost negligible) is needed to avoid ambiguity problems.
We repeated the previous experiment with QPSK inputs and show the results in Figure 3 . Unlike for Gaussian inputs, there are sharp transitions even for the comparatively high noise variance σ 2 = 0.1. If α exceeds the transition point, the MSE w.r.t. X 2 approaches zero while the MSE w.r.t. H converges to a constant.
Example 3 (Two Cells and Unknown CSI)-Consider a two-cell setup, i.e., C = 2, with the model:
the signals from the desired users and the interference from neighboring cells, respectively. Since the pilot matrix X 1,1 is known, we substitute mse X1,1 = 0 into (19) and (20) to get
where ∆ c,t = mse Hc Γ t + mse Xc,t (G c − mse Hc ). For conventional JCD estimation [8, 9] , the pilot information from the neighboring cells must be available at the target BS; otherwise, the interference from neighboring cells cannot be estimated and removed. Therefore, in the setting of our interest (in which X 2,1 is unavailable at the target BS), the interference Z 2 cannot be removed by conventional JCD estimation.
For the results in Figure 4 , we adopt the same parameters as were used for Figure 2 . Here, we uniformly partition the UEs into two groups: one group in the target cell and another group in the other cell, say Cell 2. Two cases with 1) G 1 = G 2 = 1 and 2) G 1 = 1 and G 2 = 0.1, corresponding to, respectively, severe and mild interference scenarios, were considered. The MSEs of the SVD-based blind channel estimation scheme [7] , the conventional JCD estimation scheme [8, 9] , the Bayesoptimal estimator, and the Bayes-optimal estimator with perfect CSI (for all the cells) are provided. The MSEs of the SVDbased scheme were obtained by averaging over 10 4 simulation trials, with K = 10. We observe that the SVD-based scheme performs the worst among the four schemes. It is noted that for the conventional JCD estimation scheme, we actually adopt the Bayes-optimal estimator while completely ignoring Z 2 , which results in ∆ 2,t = G 2 Γ t , ∀t. Therefore, the MSEs of the conventional JCD estimation scheme shown in Figure 2 are expected to be better than those employing suboptimal criteria [8, 9] . Even so, the Bayes-optimal estimator still shows a large improvement over the conventional JCD estimation scheme. In fact, the MSEs w.r.t. X 1,2 for the Bayes-optimal estimator are very close to the perfect CSI case. Although not shown here, we find that the gap between the Bayes-optimal estimator and the perfect case can be reduced further by increasing β.
VI. CONCLUSION
Using the replica method, we have derived asymptotic expressions for the MSEs of the Bayes-optimal estimator for uplink transmission in a massive MIMO system. We found that with the Bayes-optimal estimator, the data symbols of the desired users can be reliably estimated even if only negligible pilot information is available and the interfering signals from adjacent cells can be separated from the received signals without pilot information. Furthermore, the MSEs w.r.t. the data symbols and the channels of the desired users decrease linearly with the numbers of antennas and data symbols, respectively. The large performance gaps between the Bayesoptimal estimator and the existing suboptimal estimators motives the search for low-complexity approximations of the optimal estimator and other improved suboptimal estimators for massive MIMO systems. 
where H (a) and X (a) are the ath replica of H and X, respectively. For brevity, we define X {X (a) , ∀a} and H {H (a) , ∀a}. Note that (H (a) , X (a) ) are random matrices taken from the distribution (P H , P X ) for a = 0, 1, . . . , τ .
Next, we focus on calculating the right-hand side of (27), which can be done by applying the techniques in [10, 12] after additional manipulations. First, to carry out the expectations over matrices X and H, we insert two identities which capture all combinations of the replicas 
into (27), where δ(·) denotes Dirac's delta. Here, h denotes the jth column vector of X (a) corresponding to cell
